
This webinar focuses on the training of technology users on 
building authoring tools compatible with the ODS system. 

This webinar most particularly takes into consideration the 
development framework of ODS in order to allow people to 

either develop their own authoring tools or extend the 
existing metadata and scenario authoring tools. 

Building authoring tools compatible 
with ODS System 



Definitions of terms (1) 
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 Learning Objects: Learning Objects (LOs) are a common 
format for developing and sharing educational content. In the 
ODS infrastructure we define three different types of Learning 
Objects (different aggregation level) 

  (a) Educational objects, the lowest level of aggregation , 
includes raw material that support learning,  

 (b) Lesson plans, the second level of aggregation and consists of 
a sequence of actions to be performed by the teacher and the 
learners, and the educational resources used during these 
actions and  

 (c) Educational scenarios, the highest level of aggregation and 
consists of a sequence of lesson plans following a specific 
pedagogical strategy 



Definitions of terms (2) 
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 Metadata: Metadata are generally defined as data 
about an information resource, or simply data about 
data. 

 ODS Application Profile (ODS AP): Metadata Scheme 
described in the deliverable “D4.2:  Open Discovery 
Space LOM Application Profile and Curriculum Based 
Vocabularies”. Learning objects into the ODS open 
learning content infrastructure, have to be based on 
ODS AP. Every authoring tool build for that purpose 
have to be aligned with this Application Profile. 

 

 



ODS Application Profile – Main Goals 
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 To propose methods for classifying and relating 
educational resources with the learning context of use.  

 To Facilitate the searching mechanisms 

 To develop appropriate curriculum-based vocabularies 
for the different curriculum subjects of the ODS Project 

 

The outcome that serves the aforementioned goals was the 
development of the ODS LOM AP, which consists of four (4) 
mandatory elements, sixteen (16) recommended elements 
and twenty five (25) optional elements, separated into 
conceptual categories.  



ODS Application Profile – Metadata 
Categories (1) 
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1. General: This category groups the general information 
that describes this learning object as a whole. 

2. Lifecycle: Describes the history and current state of this 
learning object and those entities that have affected this 
learning object during its evolution. 

3. Meta-metadata:  This category describes this metadata 
record itself (rather than the learning object that this 
record describes). 

4. Technical: This category describes the technical 
requirements and characteristics of this learning object. 

5. Education: This category describes the key educational 
or pedagogic characteristics of this learning object. 

 



ODS Application Profile – Metadata 
Categories (2) 
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6. Rights: This category describes the intellectual property 
rights and conditions of use for this learning object. 

7. Relation: This category defines the relationship between 
this learning object and other learning objects, if any. 
Mainly used for resources of aggregation level “Lesson 
Plan” and “Educational Scenarios” to define the relation of 
the resource with the activities 

8. Annotation: This category provides comments on the 
educational use of this learning object, and information on 
when and by whom the comments were created. This 
category enables educators to share their assessments of 
learning objects, suggestions for use, etc. 

9. Classification: This category describes where this learning 
object falls within a particular classification system. 

 



ODS Application Profile – Metadata 
Elements 
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 Datatype: Metadata elements get their value either as 
a free text or from a predefined vocabulary of terms. 
Respective vocabularies have been created for the 
ODS project. Some special data types like date also 
exists. 

 Multiplicity: the number of values allowed 

 Obligation:  

 Mandatory 

 Recommended 

 Optional 

 

 

 



Learning Objects created in the ODS 
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 The ODS project is based on the Drupal Open Source CMS 

 Main Drupal concepts behind educational resources  

 Content Type: pre-defined collection of data types  (fields) 

 Node: item of content (instance), each node belongs to a 
single content type 

 Field: defines a particular type of data that can be attached to 
entities. Frequently field type is a taxonomy term reference, 
this means that the field gets its value from a predefined 
vocabulary stored in Drupal as a taxonomy.  

 Taxonomy: Drupal way of classifying things (vocabulary and 
terms) 



Drupal way of storing data (1) 
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The Drupal 7 database (mysql) and the way that stores 
nodes (basic tables involved): 

 Node: Contains basic information about each and 
every node in the system 

 Node_revisions: This table contains every revision 
(edit) of every node in the system 

 Node_access: Contains information about the 
visibility and accessibility of the nodes in the system 

 Field_data_field_fieldanme: stores fields of a node  

 



Drupal way of storing data (2) 
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Drupal way of storing data (3) 
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 Field_data_field_fieldanme – Basic Columns 
 entity_type: The entity type this data is attached to  

 bundle: The field instance bundle to which this row belongs, used when 
deleting a field instance 

 deleted: A boolean indicating whether this data item has been deleted 

 entity_id: The entity id this data is attached to  

 revision_id: The entity revision id this data is attached to, or NULL if the 
entity type is not versioned  

 language: The language for this data item (value “und”, meaning undefined 
is used for our case )  

 Delta: The sequence number for this data item, used for multi-value fields 

 field_fieldname: In case the type of a field is taxonomy term reference 
(frequently used for the educational resources), then the column of the 
table that holds the data, stores a unique id (tid) of a term of the specified 
vocabulary and the column name look likes field_fieldname_tid. 

 



The Content Type “Educational Object” (1) 
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 Educational Object: Specific content type in ODS Portal, for 
storing educational resources. 

 Fields of the type Educational Object corresponds to the ODS AP 
(metadata fields).  
 Not all the ODS AP metadata are used in the EO type.  

 The chosen fields serve the search mechanism and are mostly 
between mandatory and recommended elements of the ODS AP or 
they are present in the object summary page.  

 Some extra fields are used also in order to facilitate the presentation 
of the object in the ODS infrastructure.  

 Some fields address to different aggregation level of educational 
resources (ex. Activity_state). 

 Taxonomies that corresponds to the vocabularies defined by the 
ODS AP.  

 



The Content Type “Educational Object” (2) 
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Field Label Machine Name Field Type 
Vocabulary (only for term 

reference) 

Match to ODS AP metadata 

element 

Title title_field text - 1.2 General.Title 

Data Provider field_data_provider term reference Repository 
3.1.1 3. Meta-

metadata.Catalog 

Author Fullname field_author_fullname text - 
3.2 Meta-

metadata.Contribute 

Author Organization field_author_organization text - 
3.2 Meta-

metadata.Contribute 

General Language field_general_language term reference ODS AP Languages 1.3 General.Language 

Groups audience og_group_ref Entity reference - 

A field to define the ODS 

Community through the object is 

created. It is not related with the 

ODS AP. 

Educational Object 

Description 
field_eo_description text - 1.4 General.Description 

LO Identifier field_lo_identifier text - 1.1 General.Identifier 

Educational TypicalAgeRange 
field_educational_typicalager

ang 
text - 

5.7 Educational.Typical Age 

Range 



The Content Type “Educational Object” (3) 
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Field Label Machine Name Field Type 
Vocabulary (only for term 

reference) 

Match to ODS AP metadata 

element 

Rights Copyright field_rights_copyright term reference ODS AP Rights.Copyright 
6.2 Rights.Copyright and Other 

Restrictions 

Rights Cost field_rights_cost term reference ODS AP Rights.Cost 6.1 Rights.Cost 

Classification TaxonPath field_classification_taxonpath text - 9.2 Classification.Taxon Path 

Classification Discipline field_classification_discipline term reference 
ODS AP 

Classification.Discipline 
9.1 Classification.Purpose 

Educational Context field_educational_context term reference ODS AP Educational.Context 5.6 Educational.Context 

EO Update Date field_eo_update_date date -   

Aggregation Level field_aggregation_level term reference ODS AP Aggregation Level 1.8 General. Aggregation Level 

ODS Object field_ods_object Boolan - 

A field to verify that we created 

the object inside ODS portal and it 

not from external repository. It is 

not related with the ODS AP. It is 

used only for objects of 

aggregation level educational 

object. 

Object Link field_eo_link link - One of the two fields is filled. Not 

related with the ODS AP. Used 

only for objects of aggregation 

level educational object Object File field_eo_file file - 



The Content Type “Educational Object” (4) 
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Field Label Machine Name Field Type 
Vocabulary (only for term 

reference) 

Match to ODS AP metadata 

element 

XML File Path field_xml_path text - A field to define the path to the 

xml file of the object. It is not 

related with the ODS AP. 

Form State field_form_state text - A field that holds all information 

about an object. It actually holds 

the form state of the authoring 

tools. 

Activity State field_activity_state text - It is used only for objects of 

aggregation level educational 

scenarios and lesson plans. 

A field that holds all information 

about activities (form state for 

each activity) of the 

aforementioned types. 

Resource Type field_resource_type term reference   5.2 Educational.Learning 

Resource Type 

Lifecycle Status field_lifecycle_status term reference ODS AP Lifecycle.Status ODS Educational Resource 

Type 



ODS Authoring Tools 
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 Two authoring tools have been developed in the ODS 
infrastructure, in order to create educational 
resources: 

 Metadata Authoring Tools: creates objects of 
aggregation level “Educational Object” 

 Scenarios Authoring Tools: creates objects of 
aggregation level “Educational Scenario” and “Lesson 
Plan” 



ODS Authoring Tools - Similarities 
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 Both tools have been developed as Drupal modules, 
making use mainly of the Drupal Form API.  

 Two versions available, advanced and reduced version. 

 Create resources stored in the ODS infrastructure. 

 Create xml file for every resource (not visible to the 
user). Stored in public Drupal folder 

 



ODS Authoring Tools - Differences 
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 Metadata Authoring Tools 
 The tool is used only to add metadata 
 The main info of the resource (title, link or file) uses the Drupal default 

form for node creation (limited view of the above fields) 

 Scenarios Authoring Tools  
 All information is added through the tool (Drupal default form is not 

used). Node creation after form submission via $node = new 
StdClass(); 

 Ability to create a resource from predefined templates  
 Addition of phases and activities to resources of aggregation level 

“Educational Scenario” and “Lesson Plan” Creation of xml files for 
phases and activities also 

 Creation of an analytical view (except from the default ODS summary 
page) of the object  

 PDF creation of the resource available in the page of analytical view.  



Authoring Tool Forms 
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 The Drupal Form API is used to collect the resource 
metadata. Multistep forms have been built for both 
tools in an attempt to aggregate elements of same 
category in the same step  
 One basic form (multistep): ex. Function ods_scenarios_author_form 

 One form per step (different files) called by the main function: 
ex. function ods_scenarios_author_step1_form 

 Uitility functions are also used: validation, navigation, 
backwards compatibility (between tool versions), storing data 



Metadata Authoring Tool 
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Scenarios Authoring Tool (1) 
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Scenarios Authoring Tool (2) – Activity 
List 
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Scenarios Authoring Tool (3) – Activity 
Form 

23 

 



Scenarios Authoring Tool (4) 
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ODS Common Module Functions 
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Functions of the ODS Common Module useful for authoring tools creation 
 ods_option_language_list(): Returns an array of ODS language, with the 

following format [language_short_name] = language_long_name 
 ods_vocabulary_option_list( $vname, $ptid = 0, $depth = 1, $localize = 

true ): Getting as basic parameter the vocabulary name returns 
taxonomy terms into an array list in the following format  array( 'tid 1' 
=> 'term name 1', 'tid 2' => 'term name 2',  ....,*   'tid N' => 'term name 
N', ) 

 ods_taxonomy_option_list_lang( $vid, $ptid = 0, $language ): Getting 
as parameters the vocabulary id and the language returns taxonomy 
terms of the selected language into an array list as above. 

 ods_get_parent_taxonomy_terms($tid, $localize = true ): Given a term 
id returns an array of objects from term parents, including the original 
object 

 get_parent_by_term_name($vname, $term_name): Given a 
vocabulary name and a term name returns the parent term among all 
terms with the same name in the given vocabulary. 



Saving the resource – storing the values 
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 The form state for every resource is stored, in serialized 
form, in the field “Form State, so it is simple to edit the 
metadata of a resource, simply by loading again and 
unserializing the form_state field. 

 Form fields that correspond to content type fields are 
stored in the respective fields of the content type, upon 
submission.  

    Example of storing fields 

 $node->field_form_state['und'][0]['value'] =  serialize($_form_state);    

$node->field_author_fullname['und'][0]['value'] = 

$form_state['multistep_values']['step1']['fullname1']; 

$node->field_data_provider['und'][0]['tid'] =   $data_provider->tid; 

node->field_classification_taxonpath['und'][$i]['value'] = $lval; 



Resource View 
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 Summary Page: default presentation of resource in ODS 

 Lesson Plans /Scenarios analytical view 



XML Creation 
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 Xml files: created and stored for every resource and for 
the activities of the resource. 

 Xml files are aligned with the ODS AP and are validated by 
specific xsd files  

 Php extension SimpleXML: provides a very simple and 
easily usable toolset to convert XML to an object that can 
be processed with normal property selectors and array 
iterators. 

 $myxml = new SimpleXMLElement('<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><xml/>'); 
$xml = $myxml->addChild('lom'); 
$xml->addChild('general'); 
 $identifier = $general->addChild('identifier'); 
 $identifier->addChild('catalog', "URL"); 
 $identifier->addChild('entry', url('node/'.$form_state['nid'], array('absolute' => 
true)  )); 



PDF Creation 
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 Pdf creation: tFPDF class. This class is a modified 
version of FPDF that adds UTF-8 support 

 For the pdf creation, as well for the view of the 
resource, the form_state is unserialized and used. 

 



Useful Links 
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 https://api.drupal.org/api/drupal/developer!topics!fo
rms_api_reference.html/7 

 http://www.php.net/manual/en/intro.simplexml.php 

 http://www.fpdf.org/en/script/script92.php 

 http://62.217.124.198:8080/AriadneValidation/validat
eMetadata.jsp 

 

https://api.drupal.org/api/drupal/developer!topics!forms_api_reference.html/7
https://api.drupal.org/api/drupal/developer!topics!forms_api_reference.html/7
http://www.php.net/manual/en/intro.simplexml.php
http://www.fpdf.org/en/script/script92.php

